Conference on maritime spatial planning and marine environment
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The registration for this event has closed

Location: Albert Borschette Conference Center (room AB-0D) in Brussels, Belgium
Date: 07/12/2015
Time: 09:00-17:00
WEBSTREAMING [1]

The 5th event of the Maritime Spatial Planning conference series was dedicated to the relationship between MSP and the Marine Environment. Maritime Spatial Planning is a tool to address challenges and develop opportunities in the relationship between maritime economic activities and environmental protection, in a context of growing and competing uses of marine space.

The main purpose of the conference series is to share experiences on Maritime Spatial Planning with representatives of maritime industries, national authorities and non-governmental organizations and to take stock of the expectations and requirements of the stakeholders.

The Conference on MSP and the Marine Environment triggered discussions on the relation between Maritime Spatial Planning and the Environment by addressing relevant and interesting issues in four interactive sessions:

- Maritime Spatial Planning and Marine Protected Areas;
- The Ecosystem Approach in practice;
- Linking the Regional Seas Conventions to Maritime Spatial Planning.

Programme [2]
The one day conference was moderated by Dr. Athena Mourmouris and each session initiated dialogue with the audience.

For enquiries about the event, please contact MARE-MSP-CONFERENCE-2015@ec.europa.eu
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**Presentations**

- [1-karmenu-vella](#)
- [1-charles-ehler](#)
- [2-jan-bart-calewaert](#)
- [2-linda-rosborough](#)
- [3-jochen-lamp](#)
- [3-marie-romani](#)
- [3-pim-visser](#)
- [4-carla-kuhmann](#)
- [4-jan-schmidtbaucer-crona](#)
- [4-pierpaolo-campostrini](#)
- [5-eugene-nixon](#)
- [5-gaetano-leone](#)
- [5-john-mouat](#)
- [5-monika-stankiewicz](#)
- [6-marianne-wenning](#)
- [7-haitze-siemers](#)
SESSION 3. Maritime Spatial Planning and Marine Protected Areas
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